Rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis test

Target product profile: diagnostic test for *Trypanosoma brucei rhodesiense*
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Abstract

Rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis is a lethal parasitic infection caused by *Trypanosoma brucei rhodesiense* and transmitted by tsetse flies in eastern and southern Africa. It accounts for around 5% of all cases of human African trypanosomiasis. Currently, there is no simple serological test for rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis and diagnosis relies on microscopic confirmation of trypanosomes in samples of blood or other tissues. The availability of a simple and accurate diagnostic test would aid the control, surveillance and treatment of the disease. A subcommittee of the World Health Organization’s Neglected Tropical Diseases Diagnostics Technical Advisory Group has developed a target product profile for a diagnostic tool to identify *T. b. rhodesiense* infection. The optimum tool would have a sensitivity and specificity above 99% for detecting *T. b. rhodesiense* but be simple enough for use by minimally trained health-care workers in unsophisticated peripheral health facilities or mobile teams in villages. The test should yield a qualitative result that can be easily observed and can be used to determine treatment. An antigen test would be preferable, with blood collected by finger prick. Ideally, there should be no need for a cold chain, instrumentation or precision liquid handling. The test should be usable between 10 and 40 °C and between 10 and 88% relative humidity. Basic training should take under 2 hours and the test should involve fewer than five steps. The unit cost should be less than 1 United States dollar.
Introduction

Human African trypanosomiasis, also known as sleeping sickness, is a vector-borne parasitic disease caused by infection with protozoan parasites belonging to the genus Trypanosoma. These parasites are transmitted to humans by the bites of tsetse flies, which are found only in sub-Saharan Africa. The flies acquire their infection from human beings or from animals harbouring human-pathogenic parasites. Human African trypanosomiasis takes two forms, depending on the parasite subspecies involved: gambiense human African trypanosomiasis and rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis.¹

Gambiense human African trypanosomiasis is caused by Trypanosoma brucei gambiense, which is found in west and central Africa, and between 2011 and 2020 accounted for 95% (32 275 out of 34 096 infections) of reported cases.² The disease has a chronic evolution: a person can be infected for months or even years without major signs or symptoms. When symptoms become evident, the disease is often already at an advanced stage and the central nervous system is affected.¹

Rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis is caused by T. b. rhodesiense, which is found in eastern and southern Africa, and accounts for 5% (1821/34 096) of reported cases.² Infection results in an acute illness in which signs and symptoms are generally observed after a few weeks. The disease develops rapidly, often provoking multiorgan failure and invading the central nervous system. Epidemic seasonal outbreaks are frequent.¹

The control of gambiense human African trypanosomiasis is based on screening populations at risk to identify cases and, subsequently, to initiate treatment that will decrease the disease reservoir. In some settings, screening is complemented by targeted insect vector control. Several tools are available or in the pipeline for the screening and diagnosis of gambiense human African trypanosomiasis but there are no similar tools for rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis.¹

At present, there is no simple serological test that can be used to screen for rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis and diagnosis relies on the microscopic observation of trypanosomes in blood or other tissues. Samples are analysed either directly as a blood, chancre or lymph node aspirate smear or using concentration methods, such as capillary tube centrifugation or mini anion-exchange centrifugation for blood or modified single centrifugation for cerebrospinal fluid. However, these methods require the availability of a microscope, centrifuges, an electricity source and trained laboratory technicians. Recently, the progressive introduction of rapid diagnostic tests for malaria has resulted in less equipment being available in peripheral health facilities and a reduced capacity for microscopy examination in rural Africa. Consequently, it is less likely that
rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis will be diagnosed incidentally, which often occurred when microscopy was used to search for malaria parasites.

The availability of a simple test for rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis would facilitate the control and surveillance of the disease. Treatment could be prescribed more quickly and the test could help capture additional information on disease transmission, thereby compensating for the ongoing loss of surveillance capacity and possibly even enabling surveillance to exceed previous levels of sensitivity. To achieve this, it is important that testing for rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis is performed at locations where people seek a malaria diagnosis.

Method
The World Health Organization’s (WHO’s) Department of Control of Neglected Tropical Diseases led the development of a target product profile for a diagnostic tool to identify individuals with rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis that is usable in poorly equipped, peripheral health facilities in areas where there is a risk of disease transmission. During this process, WHO’s standard guidance for target product profile development was followed. A subgroup on the diagnostic needs of human African trypanosomiasis was established as part of the WHO Neglected Tropical Diseases Diagnostics Technical Advisory Group, which was formed to identify and prioritize the diagnostic needs of neglected tropical diseases. This Advisory Group of independent experts includes leading international scientists and public health officials from countries where the disease is endemic. Standard WHO declaration-of-interest procedures were followed for Advisory Group members. Initially, a landscape analysis of the products currently available and in development was conducted and salient areas of unmet need were identified. In a series of meetings and remote consultations, the African trypanosomiasis subgroup identified several scenarios in which possible diagnostic tools could help fill the main gaps in disease detection and control and arranged these scenarios in order of priority. A template for the development of a target product profile for a rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis test, which included adaptations to the disease context, was agreed. The first draft of the target product profile (rated as priority no. 1) underwent several rounds of review by subgroup members between September 2020 and February 2021. The ensuing version was reviewed by Neglected Tropical Diseases Diagnostics Technical Advisory Group members and draft version 0.1 was posted on WHO’s website for 28 days on 9 April 2021 for public consultation with a comment form. The final version received executive clearance on 7 June 2021.

Ideally, a diagnostic test for rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis would be an antigen detection test in a simple format (i.e. a rapid diagnostic test). Alternatively, however, it could be a molecular assay for *T. b. rhodesiense* deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or ribonucleic acid
(RNA) or a microscopy-free method that can detect the presence of trypanosomes. The test should provide an immediate result that confirms the presence of infection and that could be used for deciding on treatment. If that is not possible, however, an alternative could be a screening test that, if positive, would be followed by confirmatory microscopic examination (bearing in mind that parasitaemia is usually high). Currently, confirmation of infection is mandatory. If, in the future, a safe and short treatment regimen that could be used more widely were developed, it would be desirable to have a screening test that could identify individuals for treatment.

**Target product profile**

**Intended use**

Ideally, the diagnostic test should be capable of detecting infection by *T. b. rhodesiense*, including the Zambezi and Busoga subtypes. At a minimum, it should be capable of detecting infection by any species of the subgenus *Trypanozoon*, which comprises *T. b. brucei*, *T. b. gambiense*, *T. b. rhodesiense*, *T. evansi* and *T. equiperdum*, all of which are morphologically indistinguishable. A qualitative test that can detect *T. b. rhodesiense* antigen, DNA or RNA or whole parasites would be ideal but one that detected *Trypanozoon* antigen, DNA or RNA or whole parasites would be sufficient. Although a *Trypanozoon* test would suit diagnostic purposes, it would be less accurate for monitoring *T. b. rhodesiense* epidemiology. The early detection of rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis can be life-saving. The disease (except for the Zambezi subtype) usually evolves rapidly and the generation of specific antibodies takes 1 to 2 weeks. Hence, an antibody detection test would not provide the early diagnosis needed.

The diagnostic test is intended for use in populations at risk of rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis. Preferably, the test should analyse whole blood or body fluids that can be collected non-invasively (e.g. tears, saliva or urine). Whatever the sampling method, body fluids and tissue specimens should be collected without discomfort to the individual that is disproportionate to the health benefit. Testing will mostly be performed at the point of care, though under certain conditions specimens may occasionally need to be preserved and transported.

Ideally, the test should clearly identify individuals with rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis who require treatment. Consequently, the test results would provide reliable data for disease surveillance and a positive test result would trigger both therapeutic and disease control measures. At a minimum, the test should be able to identify individuals with a suspected infection who could be treated after parasitological confirmation or on the basis of heightened suspicion from the clinical picture.
In practice, the test should be capable of being applied by a minimally trained health-care worker at the point of care either in an unsophisticated peripheral health facility or in a mobile team visiting a village. At a minimum, it should be capable of being applied by a minimally trained laboratory technician working at a district-level laboratory or a higher-level facility. However, the closer testing is performed to the community at risk, the better.

**Test performance**

As rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis is an acute lethal disease, the test should be highly accurate in detecting *T. b. rhodesiense*. A false-negative result could lead to a lack of treatment for this potentially fatal disease and to underestimates of disease incidence, whereas a false-positive result could lead to unnecessary treatment and overestimate incidence. In particular, the test should have a high sensitivity, at least equal to the parasitology tests currently used. Ideally, it should have a sensitivity and specificity above 99% for detecting both subtypes of *T. b. rhodesiense*. At a minimum, it should have a sensitivity above 90% and a specificity above 85% for detecting members of the subgenus *Trypanozoon*. If treatment decisions are to be taken on the basis of test results, the desired specificity will depend on the safety of the medicines available: the less safe, the higher the specificity needed. If the test’s specificity is low, however, secondary parasitological confirmation would be essential. Currently, diagnosis and treatment are based on microscopic identification of protozoa of the subgenus *Trypanozoon*. Epidemiological accuracy would be greater with a specific test for *T. b. rhodesiense*.

The analytical sensitivity of the test should ideally be equivalent to 10 or fewer parasites per mL of blood or, at most, 100 parasites per mL. Tests that can detect antigens or nucleic acid sequences may achieve lower detection thresholds than those detecting whole parasites. The repeatability of the results of different tests performed on the same sample by the same reader should have a *K*-value above 0.80 (ideally above 0.90). Similarly, the reproducibility of the results of the same test performed on the same sample by different readers should have a *K*-value above 0.80 (ideally above 0.90).

Each test kit should include some means of quality control, which will depend on the test’s format. At a minimum, each test should include an assessment of minimal functionality to indicate it is performing properly. Ideally, positive and negative control specimens that could be assessed in parallel with the test specimen should be available at the point of care. Alternatively, these control specimens could be available at a higher-level facility. However, running negative and positive controls for each sample could triple the cost of each test. Providing one set of control specimens per batch or box of tests would be an alternative. In addition, ideally it would be useful if test kits
were supplied with a proficiency panel, which is a collection of specimens of known reactivity used to check diagnostic tests against a standard.

**Regulatory requirements**

At a minimum, the test’s components should be manufactured in accordance with Current Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) or ISO 13485:2016. Preferably, manufacturing should be in accordance with CE marking and compliant with the European Union’s Directive 98/79/EC (IVDD 98/79/EC) and ISO 13485:2016 for the quality management system (QMS). In any case, the quality management system should be clearly defined and the test must be commercially available on the market. There are no particular requirements for promotional or marketing material.

**Health-care system needs**

**Test operation**

Ideally, the test should be suitable for use at a temperature between 10 and 40 °C and a relative humidity between 10 and 88%. If this is not possible, an operating temperature range of 10 to 30 °C and a relative humidity range of 40 to 70% would be acceptable. In some areas where the disease is endemic (e.g. Malawi and Zambia), the ambient temperature may occasionally be low. Preferably, the test should involve fewer than five steps and there should be no need for precision liquid handling. At a minimum, there should be fewer than 10 steps and the use of simple pipette devices only. Ideally, the result should be available in under 20 minutes or, at a maximum, in under 2 hours. The test is intended for professional use only.

**Instrumentation**

The test should not require instrumentation or a cold chain. Less ideally, a cold chain may be needed. Moreover, if instrumentation is required, it should: (i) be portable or hand-held; (ii) weigh 5 kg or less; (iii) be durable, such that it can be easily and safely transported to the field; (iv) be battery-operated and also able to run on standard mains electricity; (v) be able to function without the need for running water; (vi) be resistant to shock and vibration; and (vii) have a life span of at least 5 years with minimal and easy-to-perform maintenance.

**Data recording and transmission**

The test should be simple to operate manually and yield a qualitative result that can be observed visually or is displayed on a portable device. Ideally, the result should be stable for at least 30 minutes. At a minimum, it should be stable for at least 15 minutes. The specimen identifier could be written in a logbook or entered into a computer or smartphone. Neither the data display nor data entry should require the availability of a digital interface or communications connectivity (i.e. internet or phone). In particular, treatment decisions should not depend on connectivity.
Ideally, test results should be capable of being integrated into national data and reporting systems and of being easily stored for retrospective interpretation (e.g. as electronic results, optical density or intensity measurements, or electronic images or video). The data should be exportable to any database, if necessary, though the amount of data storage needed will depend on the program used. Ideally, the data generated should be capable of being automatically integrated into a database on a server without the need for additional equipment. At a minimum, test results could be entered manually into a computer database and transmitted manually. Data transmission should be flexible, such that, depending on connectivity, data could be sent by e-mail, short message service (SMS) or phone.

**Test stability and handling**

All tests should be packaged individually and accompanied by any accessories required for sample collection and processing, as well as by operating instructions. Ideally, tests should be stable at a temperature between 5 and 45 °C and a relative humidity between 40 and 88% for at least 24 months and transportation should not require a cold chain. At a minimum, tests should be stable at a temperature between 4 and 8 °C and a relative humidity between 40 and 88% for at least 12 months. In use, tests should ideally be stable for at least 2 hours after the test pouch is opened or, at a minimum, for 30 minutes after opening. Ideally, reagents should be ready to use or require a maximum of two additional steps to be ready to use; at a minimum, they should be ready to use within 15 minutes and require no more than five additional steps. Stability estimates should take into account the time needed for transport from the manufacturer, passage through customs and local distribution.

**Sample handling**

The sample volume will depend on the type of specimen. Ideally, blood would be collected by finger prick, with a maximum volume of 0.02 mL. However, a capillary tube could easily draw 0.05 mL of blood from a finger prick. Alternatively, blood serum or plasma collection may require a maximum volume of 5 mL. For the collection of samples of other body fluids or tissues, the volume required can be specified later. The volume is less important for non-invasive sampling. Additional specimen material could be collected at the same time for repeat testing if needed.

Ideally, no special collecting device should be required and there should be no specimen processing. If a collecting device is needed, it should be provided with the kit and specimen processing should be minimal. It is important to note that special collecting devices are not routinely available in peripheral health centres in areas where human African trypanosomiasis is endemic. Occasionally, specimens could be preserved and transported under certain circumstances.
Standard biosafety precautions for handling potentially infectious materials should be taken. Waste should be disposed of in a biosafety bin according to standard guidelines and sharps containers should be available for the disposal of sharp objects, such as lancets and capillary tubes. Excess specimens and consumables used in the test process should be disposed of using an appropriate method; for example, in a latrine or by incineration. Standard operating procedures should be provided.

**Training and support**

Ideally, the basic training required to use the test should take less than 2 hours or, at a maximum, 1 day. Manufacturers should replace non-functioning tests or instruments and guarantee the availability of tests for at least 7 years after marketing (5 years at a minimum). Minimal external support should be available, with a response time of 1 day ideally (1 week at a maximum).

**Sustainability and cost**

Tests should continue to be produced even in the absence of a profitable market. The quantity of rhodesiense human African trypanosomiasis tests needed will be smaller than that used for gambiense human African trypanosomiasis, which will probably increase the production cost per unit. As the testing and treatment of human African trypanosomiasis is a non-profit endeavour, funding has to be sustainable and an innovative model for test production and access is vital. Donors could ensure affordability. Hence, advocacy will be essential.

The cost of each test, excluding sample collection costs, should ideally be 1 United States dollar (US$) or less. The maximum cost is US$ 20, which would enable molecular tests to be considered. This amount does not include the cost of hardware, material shipment, sample collection or salaries.

**Conclusions**

The human African trypanosomiasis subcommittee of WHO’s Neglected Tropical Diseases Diagnostics Technical Advisory Group has developed a target product profile for a diagnostic tool to identify the presence of *T. b. rhodesiense* infection. The availability of a simple and highly accurate diagnostic test that can be used in remote locations would enable treatment to be prescribed more quickly and, consequently, more lives to be saved. In addition, the test would also help capture more information on disease transmission, thereby compensating for the loss of surveillance capacity that has occurred in rural Africa as rapid diagnostic tests for malaria have replaced microscopy examination.
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